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Abstract
The transmission of an incoming dislocation through a symmetrical low-angle tilt grain boundary (GB) is studied for {1 1 0}h1 1 1i slip
systems in body-centered cubic metals using discrete dislocation dynamics (DD) simulations. The transmission resistance is quantiﬁed in
terms of the diﬀerent types of interactions between the incoming and GB dislocations. Five diﬀerent dislocation interaction types are
considered: collinear, mixed-symmetrical junction, mixed-asymmetrical junction, edge junction, and coplanar. Mixed-symmetrical junction formation events are found not only to cause a strong resistance against the incident dislocation penetration, but also to transform
the symmetrical low-angle tilt GB into a hexagonal network (a general low-angle GB). The interactions between the incident dislocation
and the GB dislocations can form an array of h1 0 0i dislocations (binary junctions) in non-coplanar interactions, or a single h1 0 0i
dislocation in coplanar interaction. We study how the transmission resistance depends on the mobility of h1 0 0i dislocations. h1 0 0i
dislocations have usually been treated as immobile in DD simulations. In this work, we discuss and implement the mobility law for
h1 0 0i dislocations. As an example, we report how the mobility of h1 0 0i dislocations aﬀects the equilibrium conﬁguration of a ternary
dislocation interaction.
Ó 2011 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Three-dimensional dislocation dynamics (DD) models
[1–6] simulate dislocation motion and multiplication in
response to external loading, dislocation interactions
(material strength) and track topology evolution of dislocation networks (microstructure). Numerical simulations
with these models have profoundly assisted progress in
dislocation physics. Madec et al. [7] reported that the
strongest dislocation interaction occurs between two dislocations with collinear Burgers vectors gliding on intersecting slip planes. Dislocation multi-junctions were discovered
and studied by Bulatov et al. [8]. The size-dependent
strengthening frequently observed in micromechanical
testing [9] were well explained via new mechanisms
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observed in DD simulations, namely source-truncation
hardening (free surface eﬀect) [10–12] and source-depletion
hardening [10,12–14]. Devincre et al. [15] recently made a
contribution to the theory of strain hardening by quantifying the dependence of the dislocation mean free path on
dislocation interactions, dislocation avalanches, stress state
and sample orientation based on DD simulations [16,17].
How dislocation interactions aﬀect the transmission of
an incoming dislocation through a symmetrical low-angle
tilt grain boundary (GB) (an array of edge dislocations)
is investigated in this work for {1 1 0}h1 1 1i slip systems
in body-centered cubic (bcc) metals. Five interaction types
are considered:
1. Collinear annihilation: two dislocations with collinear
Burgers vectors on intersecting slip planes where the
screw parts undergo annihilation.
2. Mixed-symmetrical junction: two dislocations with Burgers vectors that are symmetrical with respect to the
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intersecting line of their slip planes. A symmetrical junction of mixed character is formed that has a diﬀerent
(1 1 0) slip plane than the parent dislocations.
3. Mixed-asymmetrical junction: two dislocations with
Burgers vectors that are asymmetrical with respect to
the intersecting line of their slip planes. An asymmetrical
junction of mixed character is formed that shares the
slip plane with one of the parent dislocations.
4. Edge junction: two dislocations with Burgers vectors
that are symmetrical with respect to the intersecting line
of their slip planes. A symmetrical junction of edge character is formed that has a (1 0 0) slip plane.
5. Coplanar: two dislocations on the same slip plane with
diﬀerent Burgers vectors. A binary junction is formed
with its line direction remaining perpendicular to the slip
plane normal of the parent dislocations
When the interactions approach the dislocation core
level, one of the three following cases can occur: Burgers
vector reaction; formation of bound crossed states; or
bypass. Corresponding conﬁgurations can be analyzed
through simpliﬁed self-energy and interaction force balance
considerations, or more precisely, be determined directly
by DD simulations, see Refs. [18–21]. Speciﬁcally, good
agreement was found between DD and atomistic simulations for some dislocation core reactions, namely,
Lomer–Cottrell locks [22,23], collinear annihilation [7]
and ternary junctions [8]. The strengths of these interaction
types in the context of mean-ﬁeld forest hardening can be
quantiﬁed in terms of the associated interaction coeﬃcients
asu of the generalized Taylor relation [24]:
ssc ¼ lb

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X
asu qu ;
u

where ssc is the critical resolved shear stress for slip system
(s), qu is the dislocation density on a considered slip system
(u), b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector, and l is the
shear modulus. The interaction coeﬃcients for the binary
interactions in bcc metals have been determined by DD
simulations [21,25]. In the context of forest hardening,
the interaction strengths are averaged over the interacting
dislocations of all possible orientations on the two slip systems considered.
In contrast to forest hardening, interactions between an
incoming dislocation and dislocations assembled in a lowangle GB have ﬁxed geometries:
 An incoming dislocation touches the GB on the intersection line of its slip plane and the GB plane.
 GB dislocations have energetically favored line orientations (of edge character in the case of a symmetrical lowangle tilt GB).
Thus, the ﬁrst aspect that we study is how the transmission resistance of the low-angle GB against an incoming
dislocation is aﬀected by the diﬀerent interaction types.

The interaction products (binary junction with h1 0 0i Burgers vectors) of free dislocations and GB dislocations could
be an array of short dislocation segments in non-coplanar
interactions, or a single dislocation in coplanar interaction.
We also investigate how the transmission resistance
depends on the mobility of h1 0 0i dislocations.
2. Dislocation dynamics simulations: methodology
The ParaDiS code (DD code developed at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory) [6] is used in this work
for the numerical simulations. ParaDiS simulates a dislocation network represented by a set of nodes connected by
line segments. One stable dislocation node connects a maximum of four segments (arms). Each segment carries a Burgers vector and is assigned a glide plane normal. The
conservation of the Burgers vector is assured everywhere
in the dislocation network, except at a pinned node with
a single arm (e.g. the end points of a Frank–Read source).
The force on a dislocation node due to the stress ﬁeld of its
own arms and other segments in the system is calculated
based on the non-singular, self-consistent stress ﬁeld and
elastic energy expressions of Cai et al. [26]. The nodal force
exerted by external loading is calculated through the
Peach–Koehler equation. The nodal velocity is proportional to the projected nodal force by a mobility tensor
(see Section 2.2). The topology update of a dislocation network in the ParaDiS code reﬂects the physics of dislocation
motion and collisions in real crystals: Burgers vector reactions (annihilation, junction zipping and unzipping) happen naturally through the collisions and dissociations of
dislocation nodes. In what follows, we explain the model
aspects that were particularly adapted for this work,
mainly concerning the laboratory frame simulation and
the mobility law for h1 0 0i dislocations.
2.1. Laboratory frame simulation
The simulations of the interactions between an incoming
dislocation and a low-angle GB should be conducted in laboratory frames. The normal of the GB plane is chosen as the
ﬁrst sample axis. The intersection line of the slip plane of the
incoming dislocation and the GB plane is the second sample
axis. The third sample axis is the cross-product of the ﬁrst
two axes. Free dislocations on 12 {1 1 0}h1 1 1i slip systems
interact with GB dislocations on one of the slip systems in
diﬀerent types: self (1/12), collinear (2/12), mixed-symmetrical junction (2/12), mixed-asymmetrical junction (4/12),
edge junction (2/12), and coplanar (1/12). The reference slip
systems of the incoming dislocations and the GB dislocations used for the numerical simulations are listed in Table
1, together with the sample frames used for studying the different interactions types.
The current version of ParaDiS public release v. 2.3.5.1
does not support simulations running in a laboratory frame
but works in the crystal frame. Neither nodal force
calculations nor mobility laws in the model are coordinate
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Table 1
List of reference slip systems for incoming dislocations and GB dislocations for the diﬀerent possible types of interactions. Sample frames in the
simulations are chosen such that the X axis is along the plane normal of the GB (Burgers vector of the GB dislocations for a symmetrical low-angle tilt
GB), the Z axis is along the intersection line of the slip plane of the incoming dislocation and the GB plane, and the Y axis is the cross-product of the X and
Z axes.
Incoming dislocation
GB dislocation 1=2½1 1 1ð0 1 
1Þ
Lab frame X, Y, Z
1=2½1 1 1ð1 
1 0Þ
1=2½1 1 1ð1 1 0Þ
1=2½1 
1 1ð1 0 
1Þ
1=2½1 1 1ð0 1 1Þ
1=2½1 1 1ð0 1 
1Þ

Collinear
Mixed-symmetrical junction
Mixed-asymmetrical junction
Edge junction
Coplanar

dependent. However, there are a number of model aspects
that are required to identify the Burgers vector and the
glide plane of the line segments in a crystal frame.
Although the mobility law cannot generally be applied in
the crystal reference frame, the mobility of perfect dislocations (1/2h1 1 1i) and extended dislocations (h1 0 0i junctions) are handled diﬀerently (see Section 2.2). The use of
a cross-slip model allows the glide plane normal of screw
segments in the crystal frame to be changed. The dissolution of multi-nodes could lead to a new segment of screw
character, whose glide plane is assigned randomly to be
one of the cross-slip planes in the crystal reference frame.
The calculations of the dislocation ﬂux and the dislocation
density vector [27] are required to identify the slip systems.
The initial dislocation network used in a laboratory frame
simulation should be assigned with Burgers vectors and
glide planes in the corresponding laboratory frame instead
of the default crystal frame. For this purpose the simulation code was modiﬁed to transform the nodal information
(Burgers vector, glide plane normal) between crystal and
sample frames through rotation operations, as required
by the above-mentioned coordinate-dependent model
treatments.
2.2. Mobility law for h1 0 0i dislocations
h1 0 0i dislocations in bcc metals are formed as binary
interaction products of 1/2h1 1 1i dislocations. These binary
junctions contribute substantially to material strength, provide nucleation sites for axial ternary junctions [8,28], and
can bow out to form ternary zigzag conﬁgurations [28].
Terentyev et al. [29] have recently started to investigate
the core structure and mobility of a straight ½0 0 1ð1 
1 0Þ
edge dislocation and h1 0 0i junctions of edge character in
bcc iron. The h1 0 0i junctions were formed by the interactions between a straight 1/2h1 1 1i edge or screw dislocation
and 1/2h1 1 1i prismatic loops. Their atomistic simulation
results provide a number of insights on how the core structure and mobility of h1 0 0i edge dislocations are aﬀected by
temperature, which we summarize below:
 A ½0 0 1ð1 1 0Þ edge dislocation splits into two perfect
1=2½1 1 1ð1 1 2Þ and 1=2½1 1 1ð1 1 2Þ dislocations at
T = 0 K. The 1/2h1 1 1i dislocations constrict under a
shear stress of 1.5 GPa, which transforms the non-coplanar core to a planar conﬁguration.

[1 1 1]

½1 
1 0
½1 1 
2
½1 0 
1
½2 
1
1
½0 1 
1

½1 1 2
½1 1 0
½1 2 1
½0 1 1
½2 1 1

 At a temperature below 100 K, the h1 0 0i edge dislocation moves via nucleation and propagation of kink
pairs, in a similar fashion to the 1/2h1 1 1i screw
dislocation.
 At 300 K and above, the h1 0 0i{1 1 0} edge dislocation
behaves in the same manner as a 1/2h1 1 1i{1 1 0} edge
dislocation, which has a planar core, low Peierls stress
and emits elemental kink pairs in the form of h1 1 1i
crowdions along its core.
 The mobility of the h1 0 0i junction of edge character follows the same temperature dependence as the straight
h1 0 0i edge dislocation. The h1 0 0i junction dissociates
into two perfect 1/2h1 1 1i dislocations, when its stability
is not favored by the external loading and the motion of
other dislocations.
The non-coplanar h1 0 0i junctions formed by 1/2h1 1 1i
dislocations on {1 1 0}h1 1 1i, {1 1 2}h1 1 1i and {1 2 3}h1 1 1i
slip systems are either edge or mixed dislocations, simply
because a h1 0 0i screw dislocation does not lie on {1 1 2}
and {1 2 3} planes, and cannot lie on two intersecting
{1 1 0} planes at the same time. Coplanar h1 0 0i junctions
can zip along any line direction perpendicular to the slip
plane normal, which are occasionally of screw character
when formed by 1/2h1 1 1i dislocations on {1 1 0}h1 1 1i slip
systems. With these considerations, we extend the above
summarized conclusions of Ref. [29] on h1 0 0i edge dislocations to h1 0 0i dislocations of mixed character, and constrain
the motion of h1 0 0i screw dislocations to their respective
glide planes. The motion of h1 0 0i dislocations in DD simulations can be deﬁned through a mobility law applying
geometrical constraints (Burgers vector and glide plane normal) in conjunction with temperature-dependent mobility
constants.
In ParaDiS v. 2.3.5.1 [6,30], the relation between nodal
force and velocity is of the following form1:
1X
Fi ¼
klij kBij Vi ;
ð1Þ
2 j
where Fi is the force on node i, j is a node connected to i
through a line segment lij, Bij is the drag tensor (inverted
mobility tensor) for segment lij, and Vi is the calculated
1
This is an approximation that is often used for computational
eﬃciency, see Ref. [6] for details.
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nodal velocity. The drag tensor B enforces spatial constraints on the dislocation motion according to:

Bg ðm  mÞ þ Bc ðn  nÞ þ Bl ðt  tÞ b ¼ 1=2h1 1 1i
B¼
Bh100i I þ ðBl  Bh100i Þðt  tÞ
b ¼ h1 0 0i

character, and pinned at both ends (length 2000b)
(Fig. 1a). The 1=2½1 1 1ð0 1 
1Þ and 1=2½1 
1 1ð1 1 0Þ dislocations are attractive and form a mixed-symmetrical junction:
1Þ þ 1=2½1 
1 1ð1 1 0Þ ¼ ½0 1 0ð1 0 1Þ:
1=2½1 1 1ð0 1 

ð2Þ

 1 1ð1 0 1Þ dislocations
The Burgers vectors of 1=2½1
(Fig. 1b, c and Fig. 1d, e) are of opposite signs, i.e. they
are attractive to 1=2½1 1 1ð0 1 
1Þ dislocation and repulsive
to 1=2½1 
1 1ð1 1 0Þ dislocation (Fig. 1b, c); but repulsive to
1=2½1 1 1ð0 1 
1Þ dislocation and attractive to 1=2½1 
1 1ð1 1 0Þ
dislocation (Fig. 1d, e). Two cases are considered in terms
of the mobility ratio between h1 0 0i and 1/2h 1 1 1i dislocations: Mh100i/M1/2h111i = 106 (immobile h1 0 0i arms) in
Fig. 1b, d and Mh100i/M1/2h111i = 1 (mobile h1 0 0i arms) in
Fig. 1c, e. A ternary Burgers vector reaction occurs in all
cases:
1=2½1 1 1ð0 1 
1Þ þ 1=2½1 
1 1ð1 1 0Þ þ 1=2½
1 1 1ð1 0 1Þ

where the drag coeﬃcient Bg controls dislocation motion
on the glide plane and perpendicular to the dislocation line,
Bc deﬁnes dislocation motion along the glide plane normal
n, and Bl is the drag coeﬃcient associated with moving a
node along its line direction t. The drag coeﬃcients can
be calculated through the input mobility parameters: Medge
(glide mobility of edge dislocations), Mclimb (climb mobility
of edge dislocations) and Mscrew (mobility of screw dislocations). For an edge segment, Bg = 1/Medge and Bc = 1/
Mclimb. For a screw segment, the mobility is isotropic perpendicular to the dislocation line, which means that
Bg = Bc = 1/Mscrew. For a segment of mixed character,
the drag coeﬃcients are interpolated between the two limits
of pure edge and pure screw orientation. Bl is introduced to
avoid the singularity of B, and is deﬁned as 0.01  MIN (1/
Medge, 1/Mscrew) to minimize its eﬀect on the mechanical
behavior of the system. Bh1 0 0i was set large enough so that
h1 0 0i dislocations cannot move perpendicular to the dislocation line. These steps summarize how the nodal velocity
is calculated by the mobility law BCC_0 (speciﬁc mobility
law for bcc crystals implemented in the ParaDiS code).
There is another bcc mobility law (BCC_glide) implemented in ParaDiS, which enforces the glide plane constraint on dislocation motion. The nodal velocity Vi is
then projected to Vglide
by:
i
X
glide
Vi ¼ Vi 
ðVi  normik Þnormik ;
ð3Þ
k

where {normik, 1 6 k 6 3} is orthogonalized from {nij,
1 6 j 6 4}.
In this work, we modiﬁed the drag tensor of h1 0 0i dislocations to be the same as that for 1/2h1 1 1i dislocations
(see Eq. (2)), but the drag coeﬃcients Bg and Bc are
calculated from a diﬀerent set of mobility constants:
h1 0 0i
h1 0 0i
0 0i
M edge ; M climb and M h1
screw . The glide plane normal of a
non-screw h1 0 0i dislocation is the cross-product of its line
direction and Burgers vector. A screw h1 0 0i dislocation
formed by coplanar interaction inherits the glide plane of
the parent 1/2h1 1 1i dislocations. A screw h1 0 0i dislocation moves on its original glide plane when generated by
the motion of an initially edge or mixed h1 0 0i dislocation.
Glide plane constraints are enforced through Eq. (3) for
both h1 0 0i and 1/2h1 1 1i dislocations, i.e. dislocations cannot leave their glide planes irrespective of their line orientations (edge, mixed and screw).
We now analyze how the mobility of h1 0 0i dislocations
aﬀects the equilibrium conﬁguration of a ternary dislocation interaction. We consider three dislocations intersecting
at their mid-points, namely 1=2½1 1 1ð0 1 1Þ; 1=2½1 1 1ð1 1 0Þ
and 1=2½1 1 1ð1 0 1Þ, all of which are initially of edge

¼ 1=2½1 1 
1ð1 0 1Þ:
Four diﬀerent equilibrium conﬁgurations are observed, see
Fig. 1b–e, which all contain a 1=2½1 1 
1ð1 0 1Þ ternary junction (second-order junction) and a [0 1 0](1 0 1) binary junction (ﬁrst-order junction).
 The 1=2½
1 1 1ð1 0 1Þ dislocation is attractive to the
1=2½1 1 1ð0 1 
1Þ dislocation and repulsive to the
1=2½1 
1 1ð1 1 0Þ dislocation:
– Immobile [0 1 0] dislocation, Fig. 1b: the second-order
and ﬁrst-order junctions are coaxial.
– Mobile [0 1 0] dislocation, Fig. 1c: both the binary
junction and the ternary junction reorient driven by
the interaction between the 1=2½
1 1 1ð1 0 1Þ dislocation and the 1=2½1 1 
1ð1 0 1Þ ternary junction.
 The 1=2½
1 1 1ð1 0 1Þ dislocation is repulsive to the
1=2½1 1 1ð0 1 
1Þ dislocation and attractive to the
1=2½1 
1 1ð1 1 0Þ dislocation:
– Immobile [0 1 0] dislocation, Fig. 1d: The 1=2
½1 1 
1ð1 0 1Þ ternary junction interacts with the
1=2½
1 1 1ð1 0 1Þ dislocation, which form a coplanar
junction along a diﬀerent axis from the mixed-symmetrical junction.
– Mobile [0 1 0] dislocation, Fig. 1e: straightening of the
binary junction and growing of the ternary junction.
3. Simulation results
The incoming dislocations are moving under an uniaxial
stress, initially 100 MPa. The loading direction is chosen
such that the GB dislocations are free of external stresses
and the Schmid factor is 0.41 for the free dislocation slip
system. The free dislocations are placed at a distance of
100b from the center of the cubic simulation box (7200b),
where the symmetrical low-angle tilt GB is located. When
the dislocation motion is impeded by the GB, the applied
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Fig. 1. Overview diagram showing how the mobility of h1 0 0i dislocations aﬀects the equilibrium conﬁguration of a ternary dislocation interaction. (a)
Initial 1=2½1 1 1ð0 1 
1Þ; 1=2½1 
1 1ð1 1 0Þ and 1=2½
1 1 1ð1 0 1Þ dislocations intersect at their mid-points. (b) The 1=2½
1 1 1ð1 0 1Þ dislocation is attractive to the
1=2½1 1 1ð0 1 
1Þ dislocation and repulsive to the 1=2½1 
1 1ð1 1 0Þ dislocation, and the [0 1 0] dislocation is immobile. (c) Same as (b) except that the [0 1 0]
dislocation is mobile. (d) The 1=2½
1 1 1ð1 0 1Þ dislocation is repulsive to the 1=2½1 1 1ð0 1 
1Þ dislocation and attractive to the 1=2½1 
1 1ð1 1 0Þ dislocation, and
the [0 1 0] dislocation is immobile. (e) Same as (d) except that the [0 1 0] dislocation is mobile. A ternary junction is formed by
1=2½1 1 1ð0 1 
1Þ þ 1=2½1 
1 1ð1 1 0Þ þ 1=2½
1 1 1ð1 0 1Þ ¼ 1=2½1 1 
1ð1 0 1Þ. Mixed-symmetrical junction: 1=2½1 1 1ð0 1 
1Þ þ 1=2½1 
1 1ð1 1 0Þ ¼ ½0 1 0ð1 0 1Þ. Coplanar junction: 1=2½
1 1 1ð1 0 1Þ þ 1=2½1 1 
1ð1 0 1Þ ¼ ½0 1 0ð1 0 1Þ. BV: Burgers vector.

stress is gradually increased to retain the initial strain rate.
ParaDiS uses isotropic elasticity. The shear modulus
(82 GPa), Poisson ratio (0.29) and Burgers vector are chosen to represent bcc iron. The mobility parameters are used
for dislocation motion at elevated temperatures, Medge =
Mscrew = 1 Pa1 s1. The dislocation spacing in the GB is
100b, and the dislocation lines are discretized with segments of length in the range from 15b to 50b. The incoming
dislocation is periodically extended. The GB dislocations
are pinned at their ends for non-coplanar interactions,
and periodically extended when the incoming dislocation
and GB dislocation are coplanar. Both positive and negative incoming dislocations are investigated. The reference
slip systems of the incoming dislocations and the GB dislocations used in the numerical simulations are listed in Table
1, together with the sample frames used for studying the
diﬀerent types of dislocation interactions.
When considering {1 1 0}h1 1 1i slip systems, an incoming dislocation intersects a symmetrical low-angle tilt GB
at either edge or mixed orientations (sample axis Z in Table
1). The free dislocation penetration of the interface does
hence not involve any cross-slip of screw dislocations.
For this reason the cross-slip capability is disabled in the
current version of the model.
The stress–strain curves are given in Fig. 2, for the case
where the simulations assume that the incident dislocations
and the GB dislocations are on intersecting slip planes.
Negative incident dislocations on collinear slip systems

Fig. 2. Stress–strain curves for the case where the incident dislocations
and the GB dislocations are on intersecting slip planes. We consider
collinear (collinear slip system), symmetrical (mixed-symmetrical junction
forming slip system), asymmetrical (mixed-asymmetrical junction forming
slip system) and edge (edge junction forming slip system) conﬁgurations.
The symbol “+” refers to a positive incident dislocation, and “” to a
negative incident dislocation. The loading direction is chosen such that the
GB dislocations are free of external stresses and the Schmid factor is 0.41
for the incident dislocation slip system. The incoming dislocations are
moving under a uniaxial stress, initially 100 MPa. When the dislocation
motion is impeded by the GB, the applied stress is gradually increased to
retain the initial strain rate.
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and mixed-symmetrical junction forming slip systems have
the most diﬃculty in penetrating the symmetrical low-angle
tilt GB. In both cases, Burgers vector reactions are
observed. The incident dislocations on mixed-asymmetrical
junction and edge junction forming slip systems do not
form binary junctions with the GB dislocations, but form
crossed states when the incident and GB dislocations are
attracted towards each other. The incident dislocation
and the GB dislocations on the collinear slip systems are
partially annihilated (the screw parts), and the rest of the
incident dislocation is rendered into short segments with
both ends connected to the GB dislocations (Fig. 3a).
Upon increasing the external stress to 1047 MPa, the short
segments bow out and recombine (Fig. 3b). Both the initial
partial annihilation and the latter recombination involve

the annihilation of two arrays of screw segments. Note that
for the case of a collinear interaction, both the incoming
dislocation and the GB dislocations are initially of edge
character. An array of mixed-symmetrical junctions is
formed by the interactions between the GB dislocations
and the incident dislocation, 1=2½1 1 1ð0 1 
1Þ þ 1=2½1 
1 1
ð1 1 0Þ ¼ ½0 1 0ð1 0 1Þ (Fig. 4a). These mixed-symmetrical
junctions dissociate when the external stress reaches
981 MPa (Fig. 4b). When comparing Fig. 4b with
Fig. 4a, we observe that the incident dislocation moves
downwards when still attached to the GB. To further investigate this phenomenon, we simulate the incoming dislocation pile-ups on the mixed-symmetrical junction forming
slip system. Four incoming dislocations are placed at the
front of the GB at a distance of 100b, 200b, 300b and

Fig. 3. Collinear annihilation between the incident dislocation and GB dislocations. Both the initial partial annihilation and the latter recombination
involve the annihilation of two arrays of screw segments. BV: Burgers vector.

Fig. 4. Mixed-symmetrical junction formation between the incident and the GB dislocations, 1=2½1 1 1ð0 1 
1Þ þ 1=2½1 
1 1ð1 1 0Þ ¼ ½0 1 0ð1 0 1Þ. BV: Burgers
vector.
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Fig. 5. Pile-up of the incident dislocations on the mixed-symmetrical junction forming slip system. The negative leading dislocation has already moved
downwards from its initial incident position, when the following dislocations touch the GB. A hexagonal network is generated, which is associated with the
bending of the GB dislocations. BV: Burgers vector.

400b, respectively, all of which are on the same slip plane.
In Fig. 5a, the negative leading incident dislocation forms
mixed-symmetrical junctions with the GB dislocations.
The leading dislocation has already moved downwards
from its initial incident position when the following dislocations touch the GB (Fig. 5b). A hexagonal network is
generated, which is associated with the bending of the
GB dislocations. The downward motion is not observed
for the positive incident dislocation (Fig. 5c), and the leading dislocation penetrates the GB from its initial intersections under an external stress of 142 MPa (Fig. 5d). If the
mobility ratio Mh100i/M1/2h111i is increased from 106 to
1, the transmission resistance for single dislocation drops
from 981 to 775 MPa, but rises from 667 to 778 MPa for
the leading dislocation in the hexagonal network (pile-up
case).
The stress–strain response results are shown in Fig. 6,
for the case where the incident dislocation and the GB dis-

locations are in coplanar interaction. Both the contact
interaction (same slip plane) and the non-contact interaction (parallel slip planes) are considered. The negative dislocation encounters a GB dislocation, both of which
combine into a coplanar junction. Depending on the mobility of the coplanar junction, it remains in the GB as a foreign dislocation (immobile h1 0 0i dislocation), or glides
away and leaves behind an opening in the GB (mobile
h1 0 0i dislocation) (Fig. 7a). The positive dislocation
pushes a GB dislocation out of the GB when the external
stress is increased to 957 MPa (Fig. 7b).
4. Discussion
The transmission resistance values for incoming dislocations through a symmetrical low-angle tilt GB (h = 0.57°)
have been quantiﬁed in terms of the diﬀerent types of interactions between the incoming and GB dislocations. The
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Fig. 6. Stress–strain curves for the case where the incident dislocations
and the GB dislocations are on coplanar slip systems. Contact interaction
(same slip plane) and non-contact interaction (parallel slip plane). The
symbol “+” refers to positive incident dislocations, and “” to negative
incident dislocations. The loading direction is chosen such that the GB
dislocations are free of external stresses and the Schmid factor is 0.41 for
the incident dislocation slip system. The incoming dislocations are moving
under a uniaxial stress, initially 100 MPa. When the dislocation motion is
impeded by the GB, the applied stress is gradually increased to maintain
the initial strain rate.

strengthening eﬀects associated with these diﬀerent interactions deviate signiﬁcantly from the average interaction
strengths in the context of forest hardening [21,25]. This
is related to the special contact geometry between the
incoming dislocations and the GB dislocations, and the
fact that the GB dislocations tend to stay at their energetically favored positions. The incident dislocation and the
GB dislocations on collinear slip systems repel each other
with the weakest interaction force among all cases considered. When the collinear annihilation does not occur, the
transmission resistance amounts to 179 MPa for the positive incident dislocation. For the negative incident disloca-

tion, screw parts of the dislocation are annihilated, and the
remaining segments require an external stress of 1047 MPa
to bow out and recombine. For the incoming dislocations
on the three non-coplanar junction forming slip systems,
the combination with GB dislocations to form mixedasymmetrical and edge junctions has not been observed.
For these two cases, the transmission resistances of the
crossed state and the repulsive interaction are close to each
other. We observed that the most important interaction
happens when the incident dislocation and the GB dislocations are on mixed-symmetrical junction forming slip systems. The GB absorbs the negative incident dislocation
by forming an array of binary junctions. When the external
force and the repulsive force from pile-up dislocations are
not high enough to break the binary junctions, the
absorbed incident dislocations move downwards and form
a hexagonal network. This ﬁnding reveals that a hexagonal
network (a general low-angle GB) can be generated by
mixed-symmetrical junction formation events of the incident dislocations and a symmetrical low-angle tilt GB, even
when the incoming dislocations are originally in a pile-up
arrangement.
Dislocations are situated close together in low-angle
grain boundaries, and coplanar interactions with the
incoming dislocations occur more often on the same slip
plane. The positive incident dislocation requires an external
stress of 957 MPa to push a GB dislocation out of the symmetrical low-angle GB (h = 0.57°). The negative incident
dislocation merges entirely with one of the GB dislocations.
The corresponding transmission strength is determined by
the mobility of the h1 0 0i dislocation. Mobile h1 0 0i
mixed-symmetrical junctions are found to let the single
incident dislocation transmit more easily through the interface, but make it more diﬃcult for the dislocations in a partial pile-up arrangement to leave a hexagonal network.
Although transmission resistance is the key factor
underlying GB strengthening, the individual interactions
between free dislocations and grain boundaries are a more

Fig. 7. The incident dislocation and one GB dislocation are on the same slip plane.
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Fig. 8. A simulation snapshot cut in the vicinity of the symmetrical low-angle tilt GB (h = 0.57°). Free dislocations are generated from 48 Frank–Read
sources (edge, screw, positive and negative segments) on 12 {1 1 0}h1 1 1i slip systems. Eight slip systems are activated with respect to the GB dislocation
slip system: two are collinear slip systems, two are mixed-symmetrical junction forming slip systems, and the other four are mixed-asymmetrical junction
forming slip systems.

complicated conﬁguration problem. The low-angle GB can
aﬀect the multiplication of curved free dislocations and
hence the entire dislocation structure evolution in the system. We therefore also simulated the interaction between
a symmetrical low-angle tilt GB (h = 0.57°) and free dislocations generated from 48 Frank–Read sources (edge,
screw, positive and negative segments) on 12 {1 1 0}h1 1 1i
slip systems. The Frank–Read sources have equal lengths
(3500b, s0 = 23 MPa), and are randomly distributed in a
cubic simulation box (35,000b). A constant tensile strain
rate of 10 s1 is applied (rmax = 416 MPa). Eight slip systems are simultaneously activated by the external loading
with respect to the GB dislocation slip system: two are collinear slip systems, two are mixed-symmetrical junction
forming slip systems, and the other four are mixed-asymmetrical junction forming slip systems. A simulation snapshot cut in the vicinity of the GB is shown in Fig. 8. For
curved dislocations in a more complex environment, the
negative incident dislocations on mixed-symmetrical junction forming slip systems are also absorbed by the GB,
and form long arrays of binary junctions, very similar to
straight dislocations. Mixed-asymmetrical junctions are
observed for curved incident dislocations in some locations, where the junction formation is favored by the local
interactions with other free dislocations in the neighborhood. Collinear annihilations do not occur at the tips of
the curved dislocations, but at the two sides. Partial transmission is commonly observed for the case of curved incident dislocations on collinear slip systems. The simulation
results obtained on curved dislocations will be analyzed in

more detail in a separate publication, together with a study
of the GB’s role on dislocation multiplication and dislocation structure evolution.
5. Concluding remarks
We investigated the transmission resistance associated
with a symmetrical low-angle tilt GB (h = 0.57°) in terms
of the diﬀerent interaction strengths between the incident
and GB dislocations. In this ﬁxed contact geometry, the
collinear interaction is the weakest one in terms of the
interaction force, but can strongly impede dislocation
motion when partial annihilations are involved. Combination of the incident and GB dislocations to form mixedasymmetrical and edge junctions has not been observed,
and the transmission resistances of the crossed state and
the case of repulsive interaction are close to each other.
We found that the most important interaction happens
when the incident dislocation and the GB dislocations are
on mixed-symmetrical junction forming slip systems. Interactions of this type not only cause a strong resistance
against the incident dislocation penetration, but also transform the symmetrical low-angle tilt GB into a hexagonal
network (a general low-angle GB).
Further we observed that the mobility of the h1 0 0i dislocation controls the behavior of the coplanar junction
(single h1 0 0i dislocation) formed by incident and GB dislocations. Mobile h1 0 0i mixed-symmetrical junctions are
found to let the single incident dislocation transmit more
easily (an array of h1 0 0i dislocations), but make it more
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diﬃcult for the dislocations in a partial pile-up arrangement to leave a hexagonal network (arrays of h1 0 0i dislocations). We also discussed how the mobility of a h1 0 0i
dislocation aﬀects the equilibrium conﬁguration of a ternary dislocation interaction. The mobility of h1 0 0i binary
junctions aﬀects their own strength and the way they interact with 1/2h1 1 1i dislocations to form second-order
junctions.
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